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How do you live when the threat of imprisonment and execution by the government that you
represent is a daily possibility? When these horrible consequences are not suspended over
your own head, the same shadowy figures watching you could snatch away your wife or
children.

What makes the threat worse is that you’re always being observed and your
conversations monitored. The tiny microphones implanted in your home, those darkly clad
men sitting at the next table in the café, and those tapping your phone are waiting for those
remarks that, when taken out of context, are evidence of your disloyalty. These misspoken
words may lead you to be hustled away at night by polite men conveying you to an arbitrary
but planned death by your fellow soldiers’ rifles.
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You have to be on guard all the time—one wrong word—a criticism born of a
moment’s frustration with a regime that tells you one day to attack and occupy Kuwait and
only days later commands you to retreat back to Iraq is more than enough to trigger your
execution.

Amid this tension, your leader, Saddam Hussein, unpredictably rewards and then
harshly punishes you—again and again. In a formal ceremony, Saddam lavishes praise while
awarding you one of the country’s highest military honors. Soon after you receive your
medal, however, Saddam suddenly jails you for months for undisclosed reasons. Within a
week of being released from prison, you are awarded another medal and a new command.

This life of anxious unpredictability is compounded by your own daily participation in
this reign of terror. You reap the benefits of insider status—a nice home, university
educations for your children, a Mercedes Benz. At the same time, you know, but can’t say to
others or even to yourself, that you are participating in the brutal deaths of your fellow
citizens.

Life as a General in Saddam Hussein’s Iraq

General Kamel Sachet, the protagonist of Wendell Steavenson’s book The Weight of a
Mustard Seed: The Intimate Story of an Iraqi General and His Family During Thirty Years
of Tyranny, was a physical and emotional hostage attempting to live with integrity and
honor. Kamel Sachet did not want to participate in the blackmailing of fellow officers by
having their daughters sexually violated on videotape, and he covered for his AWOL
soldiers so they could avoid execution. He was a devout Muslim who built three mosques
before facing Saddam’s firing squad during the 1998 American bombing of Baghdad.

Steavenson’s book is based on interviews with Kamel Sachet’s surviving family and
former military colleagues. Even though many of Steavenson’s interviews occurred outside
of Iraq during Saddam’s trial, her sources still seem to be looking over their shoulders, half
expecting arrest or assassination. Steavenson is never explicit about the reasons behind
Kamel Sachet’s execution. Sources suggest that he was involved in a military plot to
overthrow Saddam.

“Why Did You Go Along With It?”

In conversations with the former regime’s members, Steavenson struggles to keep from
screaming: “Why? Why did you go along with the cruelty, the killing of civilians, the
execution of your fellow soldiers, and the sexual violation of officers’ daughters to



blackmail them?” Occasionally, her self-control breaks and she asks. Yet, Steavenson finds
the response frustrating:

In the retelling of this day [of Kamel Sachet’s execution], Walid displayed the usual

flourishes and gestures of the Baathie: a florid, jovial expansiveness, finger splay and

jabbing or slapping the table. His hand would sweep into an upturned palm and then flick

like he was waving, for emphasis. Gesticulations that dismissed as they explained. “What

could I do?” “It was like this!” “This was usual then!” (p. 221)

Her sources’ personal histories are often as interesting as her protagonist’s life.
Steavenson’s informants include a psychiatrist, Dr. Hassan, and a military physician, Dr.
Laith. Hassan was a cellmate of Kamel Sachet. One of Hassan’s crimes was writing sick
notes to excuse soldiers from fighting in the high-casualty war with Iran. Yet, Hassan
became fearful that, during Saddam’s trial, his name might surface on the death certificates
of the 100 men executed as reprisal for an assassination plot.

Early in his career, Laith participated in putting down the 1987 Kurdish uprising.
Memories of a screaming woman who lost her baby in the attack still haunt him. Later, Laith
was summoned from his doctoral research on cognitive therapy to Kuwait to report on
soldiers’ morale. His task was challenging since Saddam’s regime would literally kill the
messenger conveying negative news.

Laith appeared to have mastered the ability to write lengthy reports with little content.
Still, Laith apparently slipped by describing soldiers’ open heckling of Saddam as a sign of
“clinical hysteria.” Even though he finessed the discord, Laith’s report led to several
months’ imprisonment. Soon after his release, the Baathies tried to pull Laith back in with
attractive job offers.

“But What Could I Do? I Was Only Obeying Orders”

Steavenson includes brief summaries of Milgram’s (1974) work on obedience to authority
and Zimbardo’s (Haney, Banks, & Zimbardo, 1973) prison study as possible explanations
for the willingness to carry out actions in violation of personal morality. Milgram’s finding
that 26 out of 40 participants complied with directives to continue administering painful
shock to confederates howling in pain bears some similarity to the Iraqi officers’ plight.
However, the officers contended that refusal to execute innocent civilians could result in
their own deaths or harm to their families. Similar to Milgram’s participants who during
their debriefing interviews laughed while earnestly volunteering that they were not sadistic,
the former Baathists whom Steavenson interviewed smiled nervously while emphasizing that
they had no choice other than to inflict torture.



A less obvious feature that Iraqi society shared with Milgram’s (1974) experiments
was that those delivering the punishment had little opportunity to discuss their orders with
fellow officers. In Steavenson’s account, Saddam’s generals carried out their orders with
little opportunity for reality-testing conversations with one another. Since private
conversations were often secretly monitored and it was never clear who was a safe object for
frank discussions, these exchanges rarely occurred.

While Zimbardo’s (Haney et al., 1973) prison study demonstrated the power of
situational roles, Saddam’s Iraq surpassed the experimental jail in controlling its subjects. A
sheikh who had angered Saddam many years previously was stripped and taken for a brief
private audience with the leader. His encounter with Saddam made the sheikh acutely aware
that his life was in danger. However, despite being able to flee Iraq, the sheikh remained.
Kamel Sachet was in the same position—he could have left the country with his family. He
did not seem surprised on the night that the secret police came for him; Kamel Sachet almost
seemed to be expecting them.

Reservations and Recommendations

Steavenson’s book often challenged my short-term memory—an experience that, oddly,
must have been similar to that of the Iraqi people. After reading about how a military officer
was praised by Saddam, several pages later, I would come upon the same person being
arrested and sent to prison. I initially was confused by this inconsistency—so much so that I
would reread sections to be sure the same person was being described. Saddam’s seemingly
unpredictable persecution, rehabilitation, and reward strategies undoubtedly generated
confusion and maintained a suggestible, psychologically malleable citizenry.

Another dimension that Saddam exploited was the cultural standard that husbands and
fathers must protect their families and the accompanying shame that a fallen household head
would bring to his children and spouse if he disobeyed. Although Steavenson does not
mention Seligman’s research on learned helplessness (Seligman & Isaacowitz, 2000), an
almost-infectious fatalism seemed to have captured the lives of those awaiting their own
execution.

Steavenson’s large cast of characters becomes a bit overwhelming at times.
Additionally, she assumes that the reader has a fairly sophisticated working knowledge of
recent Iraqi history over the past 20 years. She does provide an appendix with descriptions of
key figures and governmental divisions.

With increased immigration to the United States from countries such as Iraq, it is
likely that clinicians will see patients who have been traumatized by living under similar
regimes. Steavenson’s book would help those clinicians better understand their refugee
patients’ preimmigration experiences.
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As an instructor of an undergraduate personality course, I could see using sections of
The Weight of a Mustard Seed to provoke classroom debate about the role of individual
characteristics versus situational factors (Cervone & Pervin, 2010) in determining behavior.
Steavenson’s account, on the whole, would lead most readers to conclude that, in Saddam’s
Iraq, the political–military environment overwhelmed personal traits.

However, it is often difficult to determine what, if any, stable traits most of the
characters have. Apart from Saddam Hussein, whose authoritarianism and manipulation
bordered on sadism, the other members of the former government, with the exception of the
late Kamel Sachet, are ciphers. They seem to be dimly aware of their role in a barbarous
regime, but confronting this reality seems far too painful.
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